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Pain Management and Opioids 

Dr. Greg Hobelmann 

We are currently in an opioid epidemic with rising death rates yearly.  The increase in the availability of opioids was 

largely in part caused by an increase in prescriptions in an effort to help better manage pain.  The medical world has  

realized this mistake and taken measures to reduce the access to prescription opioids, but overdose deaths from illicit 

substances continue to rise.  There remain many patients who suffer from chronic pain, and with the scrutiny over  

prescription of opioids, we as providers need to properly evaluate patients and get them the needed treatments.   

During this lecture we will explain how opioids became over-utilized and the related consequences, address common 

myths related to pain management providers’ treatment of pain, and describe a multi-modal approach to pain  

recovery.   

Understanding the Neuroscience of Addiction and Recovery 

John Wanner, LCADC-D 

This session will present a different way to understand how addiction develops, based on the neuroscience of the 

brain, how it forms healthy habits, and the biology of desire.  In this lecture we will explain in easy to understand and 

practical terms how substance addiction happens, explain the neuroscience-related issues that need to be considered 

in recovery, and discuss specific recovery and relapse prevention tools that can be used by clinicians. 

Relapse—The Seven Letter Dirty Word 

Dr. John McClanahan 

“Slip, road test, further research, and many other terms have been used for years to describe relapse.  Those of us in 

the treatment field and those of us in recovery use these terms sometimes jokingly, but all too many times, seriously.  

Over the past several decades, we have come to understand, no matter how funny or sarcastic these terms may be, 

their use can be more harmful than helpful.  We have also come to understand that relapse is “not an event, but a  

process.”  It is a subconscious set-up; a sabotage of one’s efforts to maintain their sobriety, but it is one that the  

individual has control over.  If does not have to end in disaster if we learn what to look for.  “Slip” denotes an accident, 

but return to active use is no accident.  Join Dr. John as he looks at the stages of and the outcomes of this process.   

Professional Stigma: How We Endorse the Shame 

David Semanco, MS, MAC, CAC-AD, CAADC, CSAC 

Although treatment professionals continually make the effort to advocate for their clients and strive to minimize the 

stigma of addiction in society, they can unknowingly and inadvertently be promoting that same stigma and shame with 

clients during the treatment process.  This presentation will review the history of stigma associated with the disease of 

addiction and how that history has created treatment paradigms that may be damaging to clients’ emotional  

well-being and recovery process.  Participants will be encouraged to explore their own backgrounds, belief systems, 

and workplace culture that potentially lead to damaging messages which result in the proliferation of stigma during 

treatment.  Ethical considerations involving professional stigma will be addressed along with approaches to arouse  

awareness and facilitate change in the workplace. 


